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Chilean Plane Crashes In Andes Killing All 86 Aboard

CHICAGO, FEB. 5 (UP). - A Chilean Douglas DC-6 with 86 passengers and crew aboard crashed in the Andes mountains near Santiago, the capital of Chile, early this morning. All 86 persons on board died. The plane was en route from Santiago to Buenos Aires, Argentina, when it crashed. The cause of the crash is unknown. The passengers included Chilean Government officials and business executives.

KABUL TO TORKHAM HIGHWAY TO BE OPENED SOON

KABUL, FEB. 5. - The Afghan Ministry of Public Works and Transport announced that the Kabul to Torkham highway will be opened soon. The minister said that the road will be completed within the next few weeks.

Chineseamba U.S. For Repatriate 1l9 Casualties

Chinaamba, Feb. 5. - The Chinese government has agreed to repatriate 119 American casualties held in Chinese prisons. The agreement was reached during a recent visit by a U.S. delegation to China. The casualties include wounded soldiers captured during the Korean War.

CLASSIFIED ADTS

Spinzer Hotel

Every Saturday night from 1:00 to 11:00 p.m. in the coffee house of the Spinzer Hotel you can enjoy a western orchestra admissions ticket at 50 per person.

English Teachers

Four full-time English teachers needed at Kabul University. Experience preferred but not essential. Procedure: application begins February 5th, classes begin April 5th, Contact Dr. Faiz, Department of English.

THE WEATHER

WASHINGTON, FEB. 5. - Today's weather will be mostly sunny. High temperatures in the afternoon will be in the low 60s. tonight's low will be in the mid-40s. tomorrow's forecast: mostly sunny with a high of 65 degrees. Air Quality: Good.
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STATE EXPRESS FILTER KINGS

In the United States, as in all leading countries throughout the world, people who prefer the King size filter smoking are made for State Express Filter Kings... the best cigarettes in the world.

U.S., South Vietnam Make Joint Attack On North Vietnamese Bases But Deny Intention To Extend War

BONN, Feb. 7. (Reuters).-Dr. Erich Mende, Vice-Chancellor of West Germany, said yesterday that the German government was not planning to extend the war in Vietnam. The West German government had been advised by its intelligence services that the North Vietnamese were likely to attack South Vietnam in the near future.

Rosygin Warns United States Not To Commit Acts Of War

TOKYO, February 7 (Bloomberg).-Russia's Deputy Prime Minister, Alexander Rosygin, has warned the United States not to commit acts of war in Vietnam. Rosygin, who is on an official visit to Japan, said that the U.S. must not interfere in the internal affairs of other countries. He also said that the U.S. should not support anti-communist forces in Vietnam.

NCPA's Version Of Vietnamese Crisis

The New Chinese People's Army is calling for peace in the South China Sea. The NCPA has said that the Chinese government is committed to the peaceful resolution of the South China Sea dispute. The Chinese government has also called for the withdrawal of foreign forces from the area, a demand that has been rejected by the U.S. and other countries.
Pozhawak Praises Trade Conference, Sees Disarmament As Most Important Issue

Father's note. The following is an excerpt of a letter by Frank L. Johnson, a member of the US delegation to the Conference on Disarmament. The letter is addressed to the Secretary of State, Dr. Henry Kissinger, and expresses the author's views on the importance of disarmament.

Dear Mr. Secretary,

I am writing to express my strong support for the resolution on disarmament that was adopted by the Conference on Disarmament last week. As a member of the US delegation, I was privileged to participate in the discussions and I believe that this resolution represents a significant step forward in the movement towards a safer world.

I was particularly impressed by the language used in the resolution, which emphasizes the need for a comprehensive and effective approach to disarmament. I believe that this approach is essential if we are to make real progress in reducing the nuclear arms race.

I understand that there may be some opposition to this resolution, but I hope that you will work to ensure its adoption. I believe that the future of our planet depends on our ability to move towards a world free of nuclear weapons.

Sincerely yours,

Frank L. Johnson
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Vietnam Attacks

The results in the former Saigon area have become a battle-raging and pregnant with disaster for the American government and for all those people who had been urging the US to change its policy and end the war.

The situation in the Gulf of Tonkin and the Cambodian area has become so tense between all nations that some nations are ready to take practical measures to fulfill their promises to those countries who would shield the financial crisis of the region.

The North Vietnamese and their allies waited for the US to act. The North Vietnamese are waiting for the US to act. The North Vietnamese are waiting for the US to act. The North Vietnamese are waiting for the US to act.

The security Council could not be permitted to act in the face of the urgent need to be fulfilled. The security Council could not be permitted to act in the face of the urgent need to be fulfilled. The security Council could not be permitted to act in the face of the urgent need to be fulfilled.

The security Council could not be permitted to act in the face of the urgent need to be fulfilled. The security Council could not be permitted to act in the face of the urgent need to be fulfilled.